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1.Brief introduction 2.Main specifications

3.Installation and operation preparation(Fig.1) 1
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    This series machines adopt sliding type take~up

lever mechanism, compound feed with needle feed,

bottom feed and alternating presser feet and link

type feeding mechanism. Driven by timing belt and

extra large hook is installed to form seam #301.

These machines have the large working space and

high lifting height of presser foot so it's suitable for

sewing large products.

Suitable for stitching tents, canvas, rubber products,

heavy leather and furniture

Model

Applications

Max Sewing Speed

Max Stitch length

Needle Number

Presser foot lift height

Needle

Working space

Bed size

Motor power

Needle gauge

1000s.p.m

10mm

20mm

DY 3  24# 26#(standard26#

Extra heavy weight materials

550W 4P

TW1-28BL30 TW1-8BL30 TW1-28BL20 TW1-8BL20

508mm 153mm762mm 153mm

1100mm 230mm 846mm 230mm

4.Needle(Fig.2)

1.The standard needle type is DY 3(24#~26#)

The right need should be choosed according to the

thread and materials to be sewn

2.Install the needle: turn the hand wheel to lift the

needle bar to its highest position,loosen the needle

set screw, fully insert the needle shank up to the

bottom of needle bar (single needle) or needle

clamp(double needle),for single needle machine,

keep the long groove leftward; for double needle

machine, keep the long grooves of the two needles

opposite with each other, then tighten the needle set

screw.

Support rod

Double needle Single needle

800s.p.m

1 11/4" 1/2" 3/4" 1" 1 / " 1 / "4 2
3

1 / " 2" 7/8"4

Standard for 2 needle machine1/4"

2 1 2 1

1.Before test and operation, the places need to lubricated 

    must be oiled, during the testing time, the lubrication 

    should be more frequently.

2.The turn direction of the hand wheel must face to 

    the operator.

3.Please don t r un a t t he m ax. s peed f or a n ew m achine,  

    the 90% of the max. speed is acceptable.

4.Before install the machine on the table, please first 

    uninstall the two support rods
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1.Add 1-2 drops of oil in the places indicated by

  the arrows.

2.Put the oil indicator A out from the hook saddle,

  and fill oil in it until to the upper reference line.

3.Please lubricate at least twice every day if

  sewing continuously.

5.Lubrication(Fig.3)

    Usually, the needle thread should be left twisted, but

for double needle machine, the left needle thread

should be right twisted.

6.Thread(Fig.4)

1.Drawing the bobbin thread through ,

  Wind thread several circles around bobbin and

  insert the bobbin into the shaft of bobbin winder

  .

2.put the winder lever  onto bobbin shown by

  arrow, then it can be automatic wound when

  sewing.

7.Winding the bobbin thread(Fig.5)

Lefe twist

Right twist



8.Installing the bobbin(Fig.6)

9.Threading the needle thread(Fig.7) 7

8

1.Open the slide plate  and hook latch , then

  put the bobbin in the hook

2.Draw the bobbin thread  through hook lace 

  about 4-5cm, then lock the hook latch.

3.Close the slide plate.

10.Adjusting the tension of needle 
thread and bobbin thread(Fig.8)

1.The tension of needle thread is controlled by the

  thread tension nut .

2.The tension of bobbin thread is adjusted by the

  Screw. Turn the screw clockwise to increase the

  tension and turn the screw counter-clockwise to

  decrease the tension

6

1.Passing the needle thred through thread guide

pin ,thread guide ,thread tension , thread

tension , lower thread guide rod ,thread

controller spring, upper thread guide , thread

take-up lever ,upper thread guide , lower thread

guide , needle bar , and needle  .

2.Hold the tip of needle thread by hand; turn the

hand wheel to lower the needle bar, then lift it to its

highest position, pull the needle thread and the

bobbin thread will be drawn up accordingly, inally

put the tip of needle thread and bobbin thread

toward front under the presser foot.
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Put the stitch length button  on the feed eccentric

cam,press the button and turn the hand wheel  

slowly to adjust the stitch length.

Turn the hand wheel face to the operator to increase

the length, on the contrary, to decrease the lenth.

When the required stitch length is obtained, release

the button, and then begin to operate the machine

11.Adjusting the stitch length (Fig.9)

Please turn the pressure regulating screw 

clockwise to increase the presser foot pressure, on

the contray, to decrease the pressure.

12.Adjusting the presser foot pressure (Fig.10)

Connect the reverse pedal with the block , when

step on the pedal, the rveerse stitching will be run.

13.Reverse stitching (Fig.11)



14.Adjusting the feeding(Fig.12)

15.Adjusting the feed dog(Fig.13)

The maxinmum height of feed dog over the surface of 

needle plate is 1.3mm, To adjust the height by screw .

13

14

1.Adjust the feed eccentric cam to make the stittch
  length zero, at this position, the distance
  between vibrating presser bar  and presser bar
   is 15.5mm(single needle) or 14.5mm(double
  needle). To adjust the stitch length by crank
  screw .
2.Usually, the position between feed dog and
  needle is: the needle should drop in the center of
  needle hole of feed dog. To adjust the position
  by screw .
3.After adjustment, please tighten the srews.
4.To adjust the eccentric cam  to control the
max. stitch length.

16.Adjusting the timing between needle and hook(Fig.14)

Set the feed eccentric with the button at no feeding

position, and confirm the distance between vibrating

presser bar and presser bar should be 15.5mm.

1.If the needle bar and hook are correctly timed,

  the point of the hook will be at the center of the

  needle when the needle raised 3.8 0.5mm

  from the lowest point.

For the adjustment of timing, loosen the two screws  for

the hook driving gear, and tap this gear to the right or left in

clearance of 2mm on the hook driving shaft until the point of

the hook is at the center of the needle.

Tapping to the right gives on earlier hook timing, and to the

left gives later hook timing.

Wxcept the above case, to adjust in changing gear condition

between hook driving gear  and hook shaft gear .

Securely tinghten the two screws for hook driving

gear after finishing adjustment.

2.Normally, the clearance between hook point and

  scarf of needle is 0.02~0.1mm

 a.Loosen screw ;

 b.Move the hook saddle right or left until the

  hook point is as close to needle as possible, but

  without striking it;

 c.Tighten the two screws;

 d.Before adjustment, please be sure that the

  needle doesn't bend.

12
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Norm ally, the clearance between top of the eye of

needle and hook point is 2.2mm. In case the needle

bar is incorrectly set, loose the needle bar set screw

 and place the needle bar in correct position as

required, and then tighten the screw .

17.Adjusting the height of needle bar(Fig.15)

1.Turn the hand wheel until the top of the opener

   is located at the distance from the needle

  plate;

2.In this position, adjust it so that the clearance

  between the inside edge of the opener and the

  top of the hook is about 0.3~0.8mm;

3.After adjustment, tighten the screw .

18.Ajdusting the bobbin case opener(Fig.16)

The distance between the surface of the needle plate

(A) and the presser foot at stoped position is 19mm

When step on the lifting pedal, the stop lever(C)

will be released by the lifting lever(B).

1.To change the relative lift of the presser feet,

loosen the screw  at the above condition.

2.The height of lift of the presser feet is adjustable

by moving the screw of presser bar lifting bracket.

3.Normally, the distance between presser bar

position guide bracket  and presser bar position

guide  is 7mm.

Position of the vibrating presser foot to shift in left

and right is to be adjusted by the screw  for

presser bar lifting bracket and the screw for presser 

bar position guide bracket. 

19.Adusting the height of presser foot(Fig.17)



20.Adjusting the timing of vibrating presser foot(Fig.18)

21.Adjusting the presser foot movement amount(Fig.19)

The lifting amount of presser foot and walking foot

can be adjusted by the lifting bell carnk link screw

stud .To decrease the movement in setting the

stud at the upper position, and to increase the

movement in setting the stad at the lower

position, after setting, tighten the stud  with nut

.

The clearance for the presser foot and walking foot

are being adjusted at maximum, so that the

clearance of them should be adjusted according to

the materials to be sewn.

The timing position for the presser feet should be

regulated by Fig.18.

19

20

The amount of lift of the presser feet should be

regulated according to the thickness of materials to

be sewn.

The feet should lift just enough to clear the

materials.

As a rule, the walking foot and presser foot should

lift at the same height, but some grades of work may

require that they lift an unequal height.

To change the relative lift of the presser feet, loosen

the screw (A) for lifting rock shaft crank and move

the vibrating presser bar upward or downward as

required, then tighten the screw (A).

22.Adjusting the thread controller spring(Fig.20)

1.For more or less controller spring  action on

  the thread, loosen the screw  and turn the stop

  plate  to increase or decrease the action.

2.Adjusting the tension of controller spring:

  loosen the nut  and screw ,turn the spring

  stud screw leftward with a screwdriver to

  increase the tension, or turn the stud screw

  rightward to decrease the teasion, finally, tighten

  the screw .

18
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A.When the timing belt removed from the pulley

for adjustment and/or replacing spare parts, it should

be replaced by the following processes:

1.Turn the hand wheel to lift the thread take-up

  lever to its highest position;

2.Turn the hook shaft with the fingers until the

  arrow mark on the hook driving shaft bush

  collar  and the red point mark on the hook

  driving shat bush  are directly in line, then

  replace the belt over the upper and lower pulley.

B.Replacement of the timing belt when damaged

1.Remove the upper arm plate and oil reservoir 

2.Loosen the hand wheel set screw  and other 

  Two screw ,then remove the hand wheel ;

3.Loosen the three screws  in the upper shaft

  bush and remove the bush ;

4.Lift the belt up through the arm cap hole after

  removed the bush as far as possible and draw it

  out through the space normally occupied by the

  bush.

5.Replace the timing belt as opposite processes as

  above for removing it

6.Tighten all of the screws, so as to fit the upper

  shaft, free from looseness.

23.Replacing the timing belt(Fig.21)

The safety clutch located on the right side of the

lower timing pulley, it cam prevent damage in the 

event of thread jamming in the hook by releasing the

locking lever in the pulley.

1.Take out jammed thread from the hook;

2.To re-engage the clutch, press down the lock

  stud(A)by left hand, and turn the hand wheel

  backward slowly by right hand, then the safety

  clutch will be released.

3.In case easily releasing the safety clutch, adjust

  the pressure by the screw(B)after removed the

  timing belt(C).Turn the screw (B)clockwise to

  increase the pressure, and turn the screw (B)

  counter-clockwise to decrease the pressure

24.Safety clutch mechanism(Fig.22)



25.Adjusting the bobbin thread winder(Fig.23)

26.Adjusting the hook oil amount(Fig.24)

Loosen the screw  for the oil adjustment dial  

and adjust oil supply by truning the oil adjustment

dial. When the point mark  on the hook saddle is

in line with the center line o the dial ,the oil

supply will be at the maximum level, when the point

mark is at the vertical position of the center line of

the dial, the oil supply will stop.

24
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Adjust the volume of winding thread to the bobbin

by the adjustment screw 

Remove the plate  on the front of the arm and

adjust the slippage of the shaft for the winder by the

winder driving gear  in the upper shaft to

shifting right or left.

27.Adjusting the pedal(fig.25)

  Construct the pedal set complete as shown in the Fig.25

  

23



1.Casting components



  

1.Casting components

Name of Parts Remark
Qty.

No. Part No.



1.Casting components

 

Name of Parts Remark
Qty.

No. Part No.
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2.Upper shaft and thread take-up componets



2.Upper shaft and thread take-up componets

  

Name of Parts Remark
Qty.

No. Part No.



3.Needle bar rocking frame and upper feed components



3.Needle bar rocking frame and upper feed components

  

Name of Parts Remark
Qty.

No. Part No.



4.Feed components



4.Feed components

  

Name of Parts Remark
Qty.

No. Part No.



5.Hook components



5.Hook components

  

Name of Parts Remark
Qty.

No. Part No.



6.Thread tension components



6.Thread tension components

  

Name of Parts Remark
Qty.

No. Part No.



7.Accessories



7.Accessories

  

Name of Parts Remark
Qty.

No. Part No.
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